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Overview

• Purpose?

• Challenges: why do we exist?

• Collaboration Paradigm

• Making Models and MBSE Ubiquitous in 

Production and Logistics
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Challenge Team Purpose

Increase the availability of reference models, awareness 
of these models and methods, and successful use of 
MBSE in the production, logistics, and industrial 
engineering communities.

Specific challenges in providing a foundation to production and logistics 
[systems] engineering are the lack of:

– Standard reference models

– Well-structured engineering design methodologies

– Integrated analysis models and tools available to support design and 
operational decision-making.
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MBSE in the “Product” domain--JPL
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Dave Nichols & Chi Lin, “Integrated Model-Centric Engineering: The Application of MBSE at JPL Through the Life Cycle,” INCOSE IW 2014



What makes this possible?

• Almost 50 years of effort to “standardize” the specification of 
the product—culminating in the ability to exchange designs 
between CAD systems

• Similar efforts to integrate product analyses with CAD 
models

• Emergence of SysML, a systems modeling variant of UML

• Recognition of the potential payoff

• Resulting commitment of resources to accomplish 
integration
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Motivation
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Why don’t we 

apply  MBSE 

methods and 

principles to 

Production?

There are multiple stakeholders, with 

discipline-specific viewpoints

The systems are large, complicated, 

expensive, and persistent

The contemporary decision support analyses 

are independent, stand alone efforts

The consequences of poorly integrated 

decisions can be late to market and/or cost to 

produce



Stakeholders and interactions in Production
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Points of view and 

responsibilities

• Product requirements

• Product design

• Production system 

resources

• Process instructions to 

create

• Process time estimates

• Performance prediction
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Developing the production 

system requires sharing a lot of 

technical information about the 

product, the intended production 

processes, the resources that will 

execute those processes, the 

instructions for executing those 

processes, the intended 

production schedule (or rate or 

ramp…), and the resulting cycle 

time and WIP levels.

Today, this information and the 

way it is shared is still largely ad 

hoc. 



Consequences of current practice

• Time to market (time to full scale 

production) delays while the production 

system “bugs” are worked out

• Cost targets missed  because 

– Resource capacity additions

– Cycle time and WIP growth
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SysML Models
Product, Process, Resources, Facilities

Product 

Viewpoint

Process 

Viewpoint

Resource 

Viewpoint

Facility  

Viewpoint

Performance 

Viewpoint

Bill of Materials Bill of Process Resource Req’ts Interface Req’ts Cycle Time & WIP

What if?



Remember IPPD?
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http://sebokwiki.org/wiki/System_Life_Cycle_Process_Models:_Vee



Mechanisms for development collaboration
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Practitioners



Ubiquitous System Models: Where to start?

• Product, Process, Resource, & Facility

• How do you control your system?

• What do you want to know about the 

system?
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Progress to date

• “Foundations” document: fundamental concepts and 
abstractions (-> developers)

• “Playbook” document: how to go about creating 
discipline- and analysis- agnostic production models 
(->modelers)

• “Case studies”: central fill pharmacy; composite parts 
manufacturing; semiconductor manufacturing 
(->general interest, students)

• All with associated SysML models
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Monday @ 1:00pm in Pier 10

timothy.sprock@nist.gov
leon.mcginnis@isye.gatech.edu

conrad.bock@nist.gov

gthiers3@gmail.com

It’s (long past) time to bring the power of (model based) systems 

engineering to production systems and global supply chains!

What does it take to do that?

Where are we in the journey?

Challenge team: 

http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:prodlog
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Agenda

• Overview

• Value Proposition

• 2018 Work Items Status Update
– Theory of DELS Specification 

– Model-based Industrial and Systems Engineering Playbook

• Case Studies
– Central Fill Pharmacy Models – Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech

– Value Stream Mapping for Production – George Thiers, MBSE Tools

• Roadmap:
– Document existing models and make them available

– Identify and Document Use Cases, Refine Value Proposition 

– Identify Additional Case Studies

– Identify Potential Liaisons
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• Review activities and progress to date; 

• feedback an discussion; 

• identify opportunities to contribute to 

existing efforts or important new 

activities.



Production and Logistics Systems Modeling 

Charter

• http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:prodlog
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Production and Logistics Systems 

Modeling Challenge Team

Increase the availability of reference models, awareness of 
these models and methods, and successful use of MBSE in the 
production, logistics, and industrial engineering communities.

Specific challenges in providing a foundation to production and 
logistics [systems] engineering are the lack of:

– Standard reference models

– Well-structured engineering design methodologies

– Integrated analysis models and tools available to support design and operational 
decision-making.

http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:prodlog
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Currently Active Contributors

• Tim Sprock, NIST: lead on “theory”; contributing 

everywhere

• Conrad Bock, NIST: technical guru

• George Thiers, MBSE Tools, Inc:  lead on “playbook”

• Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech: lead on “cases” 

• Greg Pollari, Eugenio Rios, Collins Aerospace: 

contributing case study for playbook, industry 

perspective
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Submitted to MBE Summit 

– April 1-4, 2019 at NIST

– Preview: 

https://v2.overleaf.com/read/pjjpsvkskgvn
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Intended audience:  potential 

adopters of MBSE for Production and 

Logistics, both users and managers
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Model-based and systems engineering for discrete manufacturing systems enable:

• Consistent Description by fixing semantic gaps and inconsistencies among all manufacturing stakeholders.  
PLM and PDM have demonstrated the benefits of all stakeholders sharing consistent product and make-process 
data \cite{hill2003trendsetter}.  It seems a small leap to argue that similar benefits could be realized by all 
stakeholders sharing consistent resource, facility, and control data. 

• Predictable and Prescribable Performance:  Manufacturing performance projections throughout the lifecycle 
for metrics including rate and cost, with confidence on par with product performance projections, plus prescribable
ways to improve that performance.   

• Data-Driven Decision Making:  Evolving from a messy garage or black hole of one-off analytical models to a 
single-source-of-truth descriptive model that can be analyzed, interrogated, and the basis of automation.  One 
application of automation is generation of analytical models to answer roughly 80% of ``routine'' questions, and 
while automatically-generated analytical models may never be as performance-optimized as humans' hand-
crafted ones, the cost is almost trivial compared to the benefits gained in validation, verification, and trust.

• Lifecycle Awareness:  A manufacturing system, its models, and its use cases are dynamic, not static, and evolve 
over time in predictable ways.  Lifecycle awareness sets expectations for model content and utility over time.    

• Digital Integration of initiatives including "smart manufacturing" and "digital thread" for a discrete manufacturing 
system. A data schema is a structural model, not a behavioral nor a control one, so without strong semantic-
adding contributions from a human interpreter you'll never induce how a system actually works.  Data doesn't give 
you the schema; you can infer one, but the span of that schema will only cover what's in the data - and nothing 
that's not.  Statistical analysis performs description, and limited prediction under strong assumptions, effectively 
that the future will look a lot like the present and past.
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Discussion: Value Proposition

• How would you apply MBISE?

• What would you want to do with it?
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Agenda

• Overview

• Value Proposition

• 2018 Work Items Status Update
– Theory of DELS Specification 

– Model-based Industrial and Systems Engineering Playbook

• Case Studies
– Central Fill Pharmacy Models – Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech

– Value Stream Mapping for Production – George Thiers, MBSE Tools

• Roadmap:
– Document existing models and make them available

– Identify and Document Use Cases, Refine Value Proposition 

– Identify Additional Case Studies

– Identify Potential Liaisons
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Document (Preview):
https://v2.overleaf.com/read/hhsmnkssjwcp

SysML Models:
https://github.com/usnistgov/DiscreteEventLogisticsSystems

Email timothy.sprock@nist.gov for access (need github

account)

Intended audience:  developers of 

methods and tools who need to 

understand the deep technical 

foundations

mailto:timothy.sprock@nist.gov


Reusable Model Libraries and Methods for 

Using Them
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Theory of Discrete Event Logistics Systems 

(DELS) Specification
1. Introduction

2. Modeling Framework

3. Network Abstractions
3.1 Basic Networks

3.2 Flow Networks

3.3 Process Networks

4. Discrete Event Logistics Systems

4.1 Resource

4.2 Process

4.3 Product

4.4 Facility

4.5 Task

4.6 Interfaces
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5. DELS Operational Control

5.1 Patterns for Modeling 

Operational Control

5.2 DELS Controller

6. Extended DELS Definition

7. Specializing DELS

8. Composing Specialized DELS



Agenda

• Overview

• Value Proposition

• 2018 Work Items Status Update
– Theory of DELS Specification 

– Model-based Industrial and Systems Engineering Playbook

• Case Studies
– Central Fill Pharmacy Models – Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech

– Value Stream Mapping for Production – George Thiers, MBSE Tools

• Roadmap:
– Document existing models and make them available

– Identify and Document Use Cases, Refine Value Proposition 

– Identify Additional Case Studies

– Identify Potential Liaisons
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Document (Preview):
https://v2.overleaf.com/read/rsjqhqzmxtxq

SysML Models (Coming Soon):
https://github.com/usnistgov/DiscreteEventLogisticsSystems

Email timothy.sprock@nist.gov for access (need github

account)

Intended audience:  production and 

logistics systems modelers;  a “how 

to do it” guide

mailto:timothy.sprock@nist.gov


PRODUCT

• Identity and Composition:  Common starting point is an EBOM

• Classification:  Identifying abstract part families enables reusable process definitions

• Refinement:  Triggers include EBOM refinement, EBOM-> MBOM transition, EBOM & MBOM refinement

• Complement Type with State:  Certain dimensions of a part’s state model may be relevant to manufacturing

• Attach Data:  What part data is relevant to manufacturing, and how to model it?

• Abstraction:  Connect to model libraries using generalization relationships

• Scalability:  Product models can be big
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The primary mechanism to attach data values is the SysML value property. Options include:

- Per-instance data (e.g. Serial Number):  Model instantiation is required in order to enter unique data values.

- Per-type data (e.g. Part Number):  No instantiation required, use property’s “default value”.

- Per-usage data (no examples yet):  No instantiation required, use usage’s “context-specific initial value”.
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PROCESS

• Top-Level Process and its I/O:  Black-box definition of the top-level manufacturing transformation

• Input/Output:  Parts already have type; Work Orders need types too

• Refinement:  Add a lower-level process

• Exclusions from the Process Model

• Refinement:  To a leaf-level

• Which Process is being Requested:  Make versus Deliver

• Complement Type with State:  For processes’ part I/O

• Attach Data:  To both processes and work orders

• Abstraction:  Connect to model libraries using generalization relationships

• Scalability:  Process models can be big, just like Product models
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Exclusions from the process model so far developed, whether intentional or pending, include:

- I/O of passive resources may include more than just parts, for example fixtures too.

- To be precise, I/O of parts may need to specify both type and state.

- Controls for the flow of Work Orders (e.g. Operational Control)

- Controls for the flow of Resources (e.g. Material and Resource Handling)

- Contingencies. Process models so far say nothing about faults, exceptions, failures, or things going wrong.
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In SysML, pins have an optional “InState” property.
This enables specification of not just the output type,
but also state – such as a manufacturing specification,
a physical property (temperature), an orientation, etc.
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ACTIVE RESOURCE

• Define:  Active Resources.

• Identify:  Active resources and their composition.

• Capability:  Identify processes that active resources are capable of executing.

• Capacity:  Modeling active resources’ capacity for process execution.

• Performance:  Modeling active resources’ performance in process execution.
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An Active Resource’s defining characteristic is an ability to execute processes.
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OPERATIONAL CONTROL

• Define:  PERA / ISA-95 / B2MML “Levels” of Enterprise Control

• Getting Started:  Define Controllers for Active Resources.

• Define:  Level 3 Functions

• Refinement:  Model each controller’s level 3 functionality.
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Define: Level 3 Functions

ATOMIC functions:  (to “fulfill” a job is to execute its requested process)

• Admission - Which jobs to fulfill?

• Sequencing - When, or in what order, is an admitted job fulfilled?

• Assignment - Which resource is assigned to fulfill a job?

• Dynamic Process Planning - Which process step does job fulfillment require next?

• Changing State - Which state should a resource be in?

COMPOUND functions:

• Scheduling – A combination of sequencing and assignment

• Routing – A combination of assignment and dynamic process planning



OPERATIONAL CONTROL

• Define:  PERA / ISA-95 / B2MML “Levels” of Enterprise Control

• Getting Started:  Define Controllers for Active Resources.

• Define:  Level 3 Functions

• Refinement:  Model each controller’s level 3 functionality.



Each of the call actions is a behavior, not just an algorithm. However, if decision-making logic is all that’s of initial interest,
start there. The called behavior could be opaque, for example to specify a well-known rule such as “FIFO” for sequencing.
The called behavior could be a state machine. The called behavior could be another activity, modeling both an algorithm and
how decisions are actuated.
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Intended audience:  general; non-

technical description of CFP; SysML-

based analysis-agnostic system 

model; decision-support analyses 

referencing the system model.

Download most recent version from

http://leonmcginnis.com/dels-case-studies/
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indicate interfaces between two 

subsystems. The two fill systems 

include the resources for dispensing 

and verifying drugs, and for the 

accumulating the items in customer 

orders.  They are “bridged” by the vial 

transfer system to support orders with 

scripts filled on both systems.  The puck 

and tote conveyor systems provide the 

physical integration of dispensing and 

order accumulation processes. A 

takeaway conveyor moves completed 

orders to the sort system which 

accomplishes pharmacy level order 

accumulation. In this HVCFP, sort lanes   

Figure 1 Hypothetical HVCFP 



Additional Case Studies

• Semiconductor manufacturing (Intel Mini-

Fab case)

• Composite wing production (open source)
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• Insert Slides from MBSE Tools

– Possibly related to SBIR Phase I report?
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MBISE – Shop Floor Operations Use Case

• System: Small flexible job shop or flow shop; 2-5ish kinds of machines; robots, AGVs, or 

conveyors for MH; storage solution

• Describe: Conceptual Model (PPRF) vs Engineering Model (interfaces & protocols)

o How do we build models? use the model libraries? When is the model done/complete?

• Describe: As-is control – MES, flow rules, assignment rules, SCADA/PLC (if necessary)

o (re-)Design: If I want to make the system flow better, where/how do I make changes?

• Describe: Sensors & Data Acquisition – what data do/can we collect from the shop floor?

o Design: Where to add sensors? (IOT)

• Predict: Shop floor simulation generation – progress on closing “fidelity gap”

– (re-)Design: If I want to make the system flow better, what will the impact be of any changes I make?

• Control: Scheduling – what information is available

– Information: heterogeneous sources, inconsistent formats, fidelity, aggregation

• Describe

• Predict

• Control

• Design
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Roadmap - Identify a Case Study

• Include all SysML diagrams and syntax

• Domain-specific concepts:

– Product, Process, Resource, & Facility

– How do you control your system?

– What do you want to know about the system?

– System Architecture
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Agenda

• Overview

• Value Proposition

• 2018 Work Items Status Update
– Theory of DELS Specification 

– Model-based Industrial and Systems Engineering Playbook

• Case Studies
– Central Fill Pharmacy Models – Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech

– Value Stream Mapping for Production – George Thiers, MBSE Tools

• Roadmap:
– Document existing models and make them available

– Identify and Document Use Cases, Refine Value Proposition 

– Identify Additional Case Studies

– Identify Potential Liaisons
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Discussion: Value Proposition

• How would you apply MBISE?

• What would you want to do with it?
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Agenda

• Overview

• Value Proposition

• 2018 Work Items Status Update
– Theory of DELS Specification 

– Model-based Industrial and Systems Engineering Playbook

• Case Studies
– Central Fill Pharmacy Models – Leon McGinnis, Georgia Tech

– Value Stream Mapping for Production – George Thiers, MBSE Tools

• Roadmap:
– Document existing models and make them available

– Identify and Document Use Cases, Refine Value Proposition 

– Identify Additional Case Studies

– Identify Potential Liaisons
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Roadmap - Identify a Case Study

• “… advancing the practice and adoption of formal system modeling 

and model-based systems engineering methodologies in production 

and logistics systems development and operations.”

• “Do you have any examples to get me started?”

• Sandy Friedenthal & Chris Oster – “Architecting Spacecraft with 

SysML: A Model-based Systems Engineering Approach”
– http://sysml-models.com/spacecraft/index.html
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Roadmap - Identify a Case Study

• Include all SysML diagrams and syntax

• Domain-specific concepts:

– Product, Process, Resource, & Facility

– How do you control your system?

– What do you want to know about the system?

– System Architecture
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Roadmap - Liaisons

• ManTIS

• IISE

• Winter Simulation Conference

• SDOs  (OMG, others?)

• Others?
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To join the Meeting:

https://bluejeans.com/406291803

To join via Room System:

Video Conferencing System: bjn.vc -or-

199.48.152.152

Meeting ID : 406291803

To join via phone :

1)  Dial:

+1.408.740.7256 (US (San Jose))

+1.888.240.2560 (US Toll Free)

+1.408.317.9253 (US (Primary, San Jose))

(see all numbers -

http://bluejeans.com/numbers)

2)  Enter Conference ID : 406291803

Challenge team 

weekly meeting 

at 11 am (EST) 

Fridays.

For February, 

2018, the 

meeting 

information is:
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Contact Us:

timothy.sprock@nist.gov
leon.mcginnis@isye.gatech.edu

conrad.bock@nist.gov

Links:

http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:prodlog

https://github.com/usnistgov/DiscreteEventLogisticsSystems



www.incose.org/IW2019


